Location: NewCo (203 N. Golden Circle 2nd Floor, Santa Ana, CA 92705)
Date: August 9, 2020
Contact: Jess Walker
Performed by: Chip McAslan (Lavo Solutions)

ABOUT OUR PROCESS
-Fogging is a great way to disinfect many touch points quickly (floors, soft surfaces, mats, etc) that normally do not get wiped down
-Important to remember that this is about your long term cleaning protocol…not a magic bullet!
-ATP testing (measured in RLUs) is done to detect the amount of organic matter that remains after cleaning a surface
-RLU under 60 is generally considered food-grade sanitary…under 100 is a reasonable target for an office
-We used a food safe, hospital grade disinfectant with a 10 minute dwell time to kill most bacteria and virus
-We used 7 gallons of chemical product, or the equivalent of 28 spray bottles!
-We use the same process for the office and sampled several high touch points to evaluate success of the entire service.

RESULTS

-We fogged the facility (to kill microbes) then wiped high touch surfaces to ensure disinfection.
-Average after cleaning RLU was 18! This is surgical instrument clean!
-Always remember to hit tops, bottoms, sides for chairs, door handles, buttons, etc…especially in the kitchen!

Locations

BEFORE

TARGET

AFTER

% Reduction

cube middle near black pillar
cube near pillar purple chair

109

100

13

88%

157

100

3

98%

front light switches

277

100

55

80%

Don’t forget bottoms / sides of switches!
The indentation of the handle traps germs

fridge door handle

249

100

29

88%

door handle office near conf room

158

100

6

96%

elevator buttons

242

100

2

99%

Averages

199

18

91%

NOTES

Total Microbe Reduction

Normal starting point with little use

Don't forget the germs we bring in!

91%

Recommendations
1 - The overall starting numbers were relatively low…this is normal given that there have not been many people in the facility. These low numbers helped
ensure that our ending results were surgical instrument grade clean (under 30) for nearly every surface.

2 - We applaud you for adding a layer of Shield! This will help keep your surfaces clean for up to 90 days. All surfaces are now actively killing microbes + ongoing
cleaning practices will be more effective. We recommend starting a regular treatment every 60-90 days to maintain your newly disinfected surfaces!

Thanks for letting us serve you and please pass along the word to any other offices, gyms, restaurants, hotels, etc looking for a similar result!
Lavo Solutions
23192 Verdugo Dr - STE D
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
lavo@lavosolutions.com
+1 949 377 1250

Fogging of office / workstations

Fogging of office

Before - failing result for light switches

After - Passing results for chair

